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Learn How to Jumpstart a Car BEFORE You Need to Know
How
Have you ever found yourself on the side of the road with a dead battery? If not, count
yourself lucky! At iAUTOHAUS we want you to know what to do if you find yourself in this
situation. Learning how to start a car with a dead battery is an important skill to have,
and once you’re on the road again, come by iAUTOHAUS for a new battery that won’t
die on you!

Jumpstarting a Car When Your Car Battery is Dead
Do you know how to jumpstart a car battery in the event that your car battery died?
Connecting jumper cables is pretty simple, just match the colors on the cables to that on
each battery and you can jumpstart your car. The engine of the other car should be
running once the clamps have been attached, and you will likely need to turn over your
engine a few times to get it started. Learning how to hook up jumper cables is something
that every responsible vehicle owner should know how to do, and if you’re not sure, just
ask the crew at iAUTOHAUS to give you a quick tutorial the next time you are at the
shop.
Connect the RED clamp to the positive (+) terminal of the dead battery, then
repeat the process on the live battery.
Connect the BLACK clamp to the negative (-) terminal of the live battery.
Connect the other BLACK clamp to non-painted grounded metal on the vehicle
with the dead battery.
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Ensure that the cables are free of the engine and that they won’t get tangled in
any moving engine parts.
Rev the good car to charge the disabled car, waiting at least 60 seconds before
trying the dead car.

With the Right Battery You Won’t Need to Know How to
Jumpstart a Car with Jumper Cables
Luxury car owners expect their vehicles to be dependable and reliable, and if you are
taking your car to the right shop for your European vehicle you won’t need to know
how to jumpstart a car with jumper cables. At iAUTOHAUS, we make sure that every
luxury European car that leaves our shop is road-ready and does not have a dying car
battery. Yes, knowing how to jumpstart a car is a good skill to have, and we recommend
that you review how to use your jumper cables, but it is always preferable to not have to
use this skill!

If You’re in Need of a New Battery for Your European Car, Visit
iAUTOHAUS in Tempe, Arizona Today
Our iAUTOHAUS team is made up of passionate European car and engine lovers that
take a great deal of pride in the work that we do. When you bring your premium vehicle
to our iAUTOHAUS Bosch Service Center for regular maintenance our certified
technicians will make sure that you have the right battery that will not die on you under
normal circumstances.
If your cars is in need of repairs or replacements, bring your luxury vehicle to the
iAUTOHAUS in Tempe, AZ. Our team of auto professionals will find the right battery,
right away, for your luxury car, truck or SUV and get you back on the road ASAP. If
you are in the Tempe area and have an Audi, Porsche, Jaguar, Maserati or another
premium vehicle, iAUTOHAUS Bosch Authorized Service and Repair Center is the shop for
you!
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